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In"ention for Cutting Butter out of Tub •• 

Mr. Nathaniel Woodbury, of Salem, Essex 
Co., Mass., has taken measures to secure a pa
tent for an invention to cut butter out of tubs, 
which inventicn consists in providing a rectan
gular box having a narrow knife which tra
verses over one of its ends, said knife being 
operated by two levers having their tulcra on 
two of the sides of the box or case. There is 
a piston within the box having suitable rods, 
which project through the one end of the box, 
and by these the piston is operated. The im
plement is used by forcing the end of the box 
or case into the butter the required distance, 
the piston having been previously raised or 
drawn back, and then operating the levers so 
that the knife traverses across the end of the 
box, cutting the butter, and thus detaching the 
butter that is within the box or case from that 
which is within the firken or butter tub. The 
box or case is then withdrawn, ana the butter 
within is forced out upon a plate or salver by 
means of the piston. 

small distances. By passing a horizontal eJ.ther perpendicularly or obliquely, a current 
needle about a magnet from one pole to the of electricity will pass, and this current can 
other, he showed that at every point it formed be measured precisely by the Galvanometer. 
a tangent to the curve If iron filings be He considered the earth as one great source of 
strewed about a common cylindrical or recti- magnetism, and assumed that the magnetic 
lineal magnet, they will assume the form of lines of 620 enter the globe, and make a com
curved lines abutting on the magnet at each plete circuit, the direction of them being 
end, and having their greatest distance from shown by the vertical dip of the needle. He 
it in the production of a line through the equa- asserted that if this were so, magnetic action 
torial axis. If a metallic wire be laid along would be displayed, if these line. were inter
in the direction of these lines there will be no sected. By his experiments he demonstrated 
electrical action, but if laid across these lines that this was the case. 

IMPROVEMENT IN HANGING CARRIAGE BODIES. 

Improved Loom for Weavlnl Plied Fabric!. 

Mr. Samuel Richardson, of Claremont, Sul
livan Co., N. H.,has taken measures to secure 
a patent for a. good improvement in Power 
Looms for weaving piled and looped fabrics. 
The improvements chiefly relate to the pecu
liar construction and to the mode of operating 
the pincers which draw and insert the wires, 
which are placed between the ground and pile 
warps, for the purpose of raising the loops that 
form the pile. The loom is for weaving Brus
sels carpets, and with a loop cutter coonp.cted, 
the velvet piled carpets are produced by it. 
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Improvement. In Fire-Board •• 

The accompanying engravings illustrate an 
improvement in Hanging Carriage Bodies, 
which was patented on the 22nd day of last 
July, by the inventor. Mr. John Jones, of 
Clyde, Wayne Co.,N. Y., the inventor of the 
machine which printed the letter on page 166, 
this Vol., Scientific American. 

A is a handle nut j B is a rod passing 
through the spring, C, and attached to the bars, 
H H and G G, the upper end passing through 
the nut, A, by means of which the body is 
raised or lowered and the strength of the 
spring graduat!ld. D is a bar on which the 
lower end of the spring rests j the ends of the 
bar resting by suitable bearin"s on the cross 
bars, E E, secured to the bars, H H and G G, 
these being attached by joints to the hind axle
tree and fifth wheel; the stays, FF,are attached 
by joints to the bar, D, and the upper side of the 

axletreej lis a malleable supporter or hang-iron 
which is bolted to the body, having on its back 
or inside sockets fitting on the cross bars, E E. 
The guard-iron and step form a part of this 
casting. The centre of the bars, E E, and the 
joints where the stays, F F, are attached to the 
bar D, are equal distances apart with the joints 
above and below the axletrees, which keep 
the lower bars and stays, F F, parallel with 
each other; and also keep the axletrees in 
theIr true set whatever may be the weight in 
the buggy or position of the body. 

Thus a light, cheap, and strong arrange
ment is produced, and the stationary reach and 
heavy springs dispensed with. 

Any information respecting the manufac
ture or interests in the rights, can be obtained 
by addressing the inventor, or A. T. Soule, 
Agent, Clyde, Wayne Co., N. Y. 

Mr. Charles Richards, of New Brunswick, 
Middlesex Co., N. J., has taken measures to 
secure a patent for an improvement in opera
ting fire-boards, the nature of which invention 
consists in operating or raising and lowering 
the fire-board vertically, said fire-board being 
placed immediately in front of the fire-place, 
and having balance weights attached to it by 
cords which pal3.\l over suitable pUlleys. The 
fire-board is so arranged as to pass, when rai
sed, between the mantel and a part of the 
chimney in a recess. 

HEAT RADIATOR, AND CONDENSER. 
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New Smut Machine. 

Mr. Thomas B. W ootlward, of Kensington, 
Philadelphia, has taken measures to secure a 
patent for an improvement in Smut Machines. 
The machine has a perpendicular ventilating 
revolving cylinder, said cylinder being tormed 
by securing between two horizontal circular 
discs a series of vertical fluted columns. In 
connection with the cylinder, a perforated curb 
is employed having ribs on its inner surface. 
The revolving cylinder. with the curb, scours 
the grain, and a fan blows out the smut and 
dust. The grain passes from the cylinder in 
blast spouts where the current of air separates 
the unclean from the clean grain, which is ren
dered very cle an indeed. 

To Prevent At'cldenta by the Breakh.g of 
Railroad Car Axle •• 

A. L. Finch, of New Britain, Hartford Co., 
Conn., has taken measures to secure a patent 
for an improvement to prevent accidents ari
sing from the breaking ot axles of railroad car 
wheels. The improvement consists in enclo
sing the axles in tubes, so that when an axle 
breaks it will be prevented from dropping 
down and working loose. 

The accompanying engraving is a perspec
tive view, with a smalJ portion of the shell 
removed, of the apparatus of Mr. A. S. Lyman, 
of this city, for heating apartments by steam, 
and for an exterior condenser tor steam en-

== gines. 
WllIon'a Stone-Dreulng MachlDe In A B is a flat box radiator, composed of a 

TenDellee. 
num ber of narrow metallic chambers formed of A company has been formed in Nashville, . .  . 

Tenn., which has purchased the patent of thm pla.tes j S IS a steam c�est ; E IS a p�sage 

W'l 'Sto C tt' M h' h' h h from thiS chest to the radiator, to admit the 
1 son s ne u mg ac me, w IC as . .  

b 'lJ t ted ' I Th h · steam from the exhaust pipe of a steam engme, een I us ra m 01U' co umns. ey ave 
or steam from a boil'lr' F is another passage to purchased a quarry and are aboutto commence d h 

" 
d b  h d . carry own t e water ,orme y t e con en-operations on a grand scale. We are glad to d t h' h . d d b  h d" h f thO se s eam, w IC IS pro uce y t e ra latIon ear 0 IS. 

= = of the heat. This keeps the radiator free 
Ma&netic Foree.. from water j W is a water receptacle j J re-

Prof. Faraday delivered a lecture before presents braces fastened to one radiator cham
the Royal Institution, London, on the 23rd ber, A, and sliding on the other. They are 
ult., on a method of measuring the force of placed in the spaces, B. Being so placed they 
lhagnetic powers with precision and certain- allow for the expansion of the metal. H H 
ty. He cited the general law, that the ma,,- are legs of the apparatus. The steam pipe en
netic action is inversely as the square of the ters a steam box, and passes into each cham-�.., 1m, lid. did .0' hold h" '" "'Y bM, A, by . . ,..}, pl,.,.rut ,., w.w pI,. I. 

connected with a simila� box to take off' the 
water in a similar manner to that by which 
the steam is admitted. The steam and water 
passages are not subject to be thrust out late
rally, nor are the joints subject to be strained 
by any expansion. I is a guide to retain the 
joints in their proper position. The radiators 
are made of any size, either of sheet iron or 14 
oz. copper sheating. Each chamber is placed 
within halt an inch of the other. 16 radiator 
chambers occupy a space of only 12 inches 
wide. In one cubic foot of space; there are 
32 superficial radiating feet. 

The steam passes from the boiler, or ex
haust, into the chamber by the pipe, S, and 
upwards by the passages, E (one shown) . as 
indicated by the arrow. The condensed steam 
being heavier passes down through the pipe, F. 
The whole radiator chambers are filled and 
heated with steam before any steam escapes 
by the passage, F. The room in which this 
apparatus is placed is heated by the air, which 
absorbs the heat from the metal, then rises 
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as it is rarified, and its place is supplied by a 
continual current of the colder air, until the 
room is of a very pleasant temperature. 

We have one of these apparatus for heat
ing our office j the steam being supplied from 
the exhaust pipe of the steam en"gine belong
ing to the establishment of the New York 
Sun, which steam, before it was thus applied,  
passed out as waste to the atmosphere. The 
radiator occupies but a very small space, .but 
it exercises a potent influence, with a small 
quantity of waste steam, to heat a very 
large space. The unequal expansion of the 
joints of radiators has been a frequent source 
of trouble heretofore j this evil is obviated in 
this radiator. 

Thil radiator can be put into a chimney in 
place of a grate, and it can be made to look 
quite ornamental. It is used by Mr. Lymar., 
in his own house, the steam being generated by 
a common boiler placed on a kitchen range. 
It can be put up and maintained at a very 
small expen&e, and can be used by eve
ry fa mily. Rooms up stairs can be kept 
warm by t.he waste heat from a cellar kitch
en, without any danger, for the steam used 
is all low pressure. 

This steam heat radiator may also be em
ployed as a condenser for steam engines, to 
return the conden�ed steam as pure distilled 
water, by the application of salt water on the 
outside, thus making it a water regenerator, 
very valuable for steamships. Four feet of 
surface is required for each horse power with 
the average temperature of the applied water 
at 90Q below the steam (132°). The box is 
totally immersed in the water, and the pipes, 
i and W, made as large as the exhaust pipe of 
the steam engine. The water pipe is turned 
down after it leaves the condenser and enlar
ged or made of considerable length, so that 
its cubical contents equal one half or more 
than one half the cubical contents of the cy
linder. 

In many places the water is very illy suit
ed lor steam boilers, as it forms incrustations 
very rapidly in the inside of boilers; in such 
places a condenser may be exceedingly suita
ble, to feed the boiler with pure water, by 
using the hard water only for condensing 
the steam inside of the condenser. Respect
ing the qualities of this apparatus as a radia
tor, we have had ample experience, and can 
speak in very favorable terms about it. 

More information may be obtained by letter 
addressed to Mr. Lyman, at Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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Perpetual- Motion. 

After years of mathematical labor and me
chanical results, Prof. Willis, of Rochester, 
has completed, and has now in constant ope
ration, a self-winding clock, which delieDnines 
the seconds, minutes, hours, weeks, lrlon'ths, 
and years of time with unfailing accuracy, con
tinuing in constant motion, by itselt, never re
quiring to be wound up, r.ever running down, 
but moving perpetually so long as its compo
nents exist. So says the Rochester Democrat, 
but many such clocks have been invented. In 
pure mathematics there is no friction, but in 
mechanics there is. If Prof. Willis has made 
a machine, which operates without friction, 
then he has made an ever-going clock, and 
therefore its parts will never wear out; the 
wearing of parts is a sign of friction, conse. 
quently it will stop some day. 
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Writing Machine. 

The Aberdeen (Scottish) Herald states that 
a Dr. Dewar, of that city. has invented a rna
chine,at one end of which reporters' short�hand 
notes are placed, and at the other end of 
which, a few yards off, they are produced at 
the ordinary rate of speaking, in clear, bold, 
long hand, ready to be put into the hands of 
the printer. 

The said paper has printed a speech which 
was written out by this machine, and Eays 
that four columns of the London Times 
may be produced, comfortably, in a cou. 
pIe of hours, by one reporter j wherea�, 
under the present laborious and cumbrous 
plan, nearly eight hours would be consumed 
in the task by an ordinary reporter. 
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The propeller steamship S. S. Lewis hali 
been sold for $150,000. 
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The only way to encourage improvements 
in the arts and sciences is to afford full protec 
ti" ... ''''y moo Co< hi, Imp,mm", . .d 
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